May 2022
Welcome to the monthly PAWR update. Each month we deliver technical
updates on: POWDER, COSMOS, AERPAW, ARA, and Colosseum.

POWDER-RENEW
The POWDER team has started installing equipment for a “dense deployment”
network covering six light poles that will be available in late summer. Equipment
for the dense deployment needs to be ruggedized to be housed in an enclosure
without climate control. The site shown below includes a ruggedized smallform-factor compute node, a ruggedized B210 SDR, an industrial Ethernet
switch, and a CWDM mux/demux node. All sites will start with the B210 radios
available as experimental devices paired with ruggedized compute. Later, once
POWDER receives additional N310 radios, those SDRs will be the
experimental radios, with the B210s transitioning to transmission monitoring.

With the return deployment of the outdoor programmable massive MIMO array
at POWDER, the RENEW team is advertising weekly one-on-one office hours
with prospective users looking for guidance on how to get started with the
platform. Further details on accessing the mMIMO base station are available on
the RENEW Wiki. To schedule an office hours session with the RENEW team,
please send an email to renew-users@googlegroups.com with a brief summary
of the types of experiments you are interested in conducting.

COSMOS
The NSF COSMOS-NewLAW Research Experience and Mentoring for
Teachers (REM/RET) program is now accepting applications from NYC STEM
teachers for Summer 2022. The program covers the basics of wireless
technology, along with ways to enhance curriculum for students using
predesigned online lessons and labs. More details are available on
the COSMOS website.

AERPAW
AERPAW hosted several researchers in the last month for UAV
communications research. Among them, Vasili Semkin from VTT Finland
visited the NC State campus to experiment with 60 GHz MIMO radar for
tracking drones of different sizes. Activities also included installing VTTdeveloped radar on AERPAW’s unmanned ground rover.

Meanwhile, Phase 2 construction efforts continue at AERPAW’s Lake Wheeler
site. Work has begun on bases for four new radio towers, and fiber deployment
is underway.

ARA
Development of ARA software has reached a new milestone, with the system
now supporting end-to-end wireless experiments in the ARA sandbox. This
includes use of the AraHaul link. A demo recording is available online.
The ARA team also presented alongside partner Ericsson this month to the
Connectivity Demand Working Group of the FCC Task Force on Precision
Agriculture. The presentation covered application use cases for multiple
agricultural environments including crop farms, livestock farms, grain mills,
barns, and biorefineries.

Colosseum

The Colosseum team is organizing a 3 day in-person master class for Ph.D.
students and Postdoc researchers who are interested in using the Colosseum
channel emulator for their research. The course will include tutorial-like
presentations from Colosseum experts, hands-on assignments for the
attendees, invited talks, and a site visit to the Colosseum data center facility.
The event will take place June 6-8, 2022 at the Northeastern University Boston
and Burlington campuses, and is open to Ph.D. students and postdocs affiliated
with research institutions in the United States. More information on Young
Gladiators can be found online. The event is co-located with the NSF
Workshop on Radio Frequency Dataset Generation, Access, and Sharing.

